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We discuss some experimental facets of electron pair emission from surfaces using two different
experimental approaches. In the first case the instrument consists of a pair of hemispherical analyzers
which are operated with continuous primary beams of electrons or photons. The second instrument
employs a pair of time-of-flight spectrometers which require a pulsed excitation source. A key
experimental quantity is the ratio of ‘true’ to ‘random’ coincidences which can be determined in
different ways. Regardless of the type of instrument the primary flux has to adopt a much smaller
value than in single electron spectroscopy. We describe different approaches to obtain the relevant
count rates, in particular the concept of operating with a delayed coincidence circuit. We also address
the question on how to compare the two types of spectrometer in terms of their performance.

PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 79.60.-i

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades photoelectron spectroscopy has de-
veloped into the most powerful experimental technique
to determine the detailed electronic properties of mat-
ter. On the experimental side, a wide range of energy-
, momentum- and spin-resolving electron spectrometers
has been employed. Here the large majority of spec-
trometers records single electron spectra, e.g. the kinetic
energy distribution upon photon absorption. However,
also the emission of two electrons excited by absorption
of a single photon is possible, which might be due to
a strong electron-electron correlation. This process can
be identified if two time-resolving electron detector are
used. Both detectors are connected via a coincidence
logic. Only if both electrons hit the detectors within
an appropriate small relative time window, the two-
electron event is registered. In general, the coincidence
rates are often rather small, in the range of 0.1 to 10
events/s. Experimentally it is challenging to discriminate
these true coincidence events from the large number of
single-electron events originating from different photons.

To achieve the experimentally desired signal-to-noise
ratios, adequate event statistics are required. The re-
sulting measurement time scales with the inverse of the
repetition rate of the pulsed excitation. Therefore high
repetition rates are favored, which are only limited by
the requirement that the slowest electrons have reached
the detector within one excitation periode. The latter
is typically in the order of a few MHz and is fulfilled
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at synchrotron light sources in special operation modes
as well as with pulsed UV laser sources. In Fig.1 elec-
tron pair emission due to single-photon absorption known
as double photoemission (DPE) is illustrated. An un-
wanted background signal arises, if two photons are in-
dependently absorbed as this will also lead to the emis-
sion of an electron pair. It is customary to refer to the
latter process as ‘random’ coincidences whereas the gen-
uine DPE signal is known as ‘true’ coincidence. As we
discuss later the process of interest scales linearly with
the primary flux, while the undesirable process scales
quadratically with the flux. This unwanted pathway
very quickly overwhelms the genuine signal and the op-
eration has to commence with much reduced flux. Let
us quote a numerical example for electron pair emis-
sion due to primary electron impact, known as (e,2e).
If one utilizes an experiment with energy dispersive ele-
ments, as described later, the sample current is 10−13

A. This is many orders of magnitudes lower than for
Auger electron spectroscopy using a primary electron
beam for which primary currents are of the order of a
few µA. The requirement of low primary flux asks for a
detection scheme with large detection probability. This
means that the detector solid angle should be as large
as possible while a large electron kinetic energy win-
dow should be covered. There exist different solutions
for experiments in the gas phase or at surfaces.[1–8]

These schemes can be separated into energy dis-
persive detection or time-of-flight (ToF) spectroscopy.
The latter asks for a pulsed excitation source which
in the case of photon beams is more involved. For
efficient measurement scheme a repetition rate of the
order of a few MHz is needed, because once the
slowest electron has been detected the next excita-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the emission of an electron pair via single
photon absorption (top) or absorption of two photons (bot-
tom). The first case is the process of interest and leads to true
coincidences. The other pathway leads to unwanted back-
ground commonly referred to as ‘random’ coincidences.

tion can commence. This requirement can be ful-
filled at synchrotron light sources in special opera-
tion modes, but the available beamtime is restricted.

More recent developments in laser technology us-
ing high-order harmonic generation (HHG) allow to
perform in-house DPE experiments.[9–13] While it is
possible to carry out these type of experiments also
with an energy dispersive element together with a
standard vacuum-ultraviolet VUV light source, the
available photon energies are limited to a few lines.
These sources employ the discharge of nobel gases
of He, Ar and Ne.[14] We use in our work a
monochromatized He light source.[15, 16] For ToF spec-
troscopy, HHG light sources provide more options.

It is well-established on how to determine the
individual contribution of ‘random’ and ‘true’ coinci-
dences. Here we discuss a novel approach for ToF-
spectroscopy similar to a recently reported concept in
Auger-photoelectron coincidences exploring synchrotron
radiation on surfaces, for a recent overview about coin-
cidence spectroscopy we refer to the literature.[17, 18]

In this work we compare this with the common ap-
proach of a double logarithmic analysis. We will demon-
strate that both approaches yield the same characteris-
tic parameters for different DPE experiments in which
the intensity levels are orders of magnitude different.

We start by considering how a genuine pair emis-
sion can be identified and how the statistical probabili-
ties for ‘true’ and ‘random’ events have to be formulated.
Second, we introduce the concept of delayed coincidences
and how the relevant quantities can be experimentally de-
termined. Third, we provide experimental data to prove
the concept and how it can be related to a known proce-
dure. Finally, we provide an outlook on how the ‘random’
events can be removed from coincidence event spectra.

II. SIGNATURE OF ‘TRUE’ COINCIDENCES

Although our discussion will be valid for a variety
of experimental approaches, we will present data ob-
tained from two different set-ups for the investigation
of solid surfaces. Our ToF instrument consists of a
pair of lenses. The lens axes include an angle of 90◦

and have an angular opening of ±15◦.[19] As excitation
sources a pulsed electron gun or an HHG light source
is available. The light source can operate at a rep-
etition rate of 0.2-1 MHz and provides a photon en-
ergy range from 13 to 39 eV.[10, 12, 13] The energy
dispersive experiment utilizes a pair of hemispherical
analyzers.[20] Also in this case the two electron-optical
axes include an angle 90◦ with an angular acceptance
of ±15◦ within the scattering plane. This instrument
has proven to be very versatile. We reported on experi-
ments with primary electrons, positrons, He2e+ ion and
photons from laboratory and synchrotron sources.[21–25]

Let us define the probability to find one photon in a
light pulse by P1(λ) while the probability P2(λ) describes
the probability to find two photons in a pulse. The quan-
tity λ is the average number of photons in a pulse and
hence proportional to the primary flux. If we assume a
Poisson distribution and λ � 1 we obtain the following
expressions:

P1(λ) = λ , P2(λ) =
1

2
λ2 (1)

The key result is that the probability P2(λ)
goes quadratically with λ and therefore with
the flux, while the term P1(λ) displays a lin-
ear relation. This explains the flux dependence
for ‘random’ and ‘true’ coincidences, respectively.
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FIG. 2. We display an example of the sum of ‘true’ and
‘random’ coincidence count rates as a function of single pho-
toemission count rate in a double logarithmic manner. The
arrow indicates the singles rate for which the number of ‘true’
and ‘random’ coincidences are equal.
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This difference in the flux dependence can be observed
by presenting the coincidence rate as a function of singles
rate in a double logarithmic manner, see Fig.2. The
dashed lines indicate the behavior for low and high flux.
In a simplified analysis one can evaluate these regions
separately. The slopes are close to 1 and 2 indicative
of the expected behavior. The intercept of those lines
occurs at a primary flux at which the number of ‘true’
and ‘random’ coincidences are equal. We will present
below an improved procedure to analyze the data. The
key point is that for this study it is proven that‘true’ co-
incidence exist. Furthermore, one can adjust the primary
flux such that the ratio of true-to-random coincidences
(termed TR ratio) is at an acceptable level. The usual
wisdom is to aim for a value above 1. This type of anal-
ysis can be used for energy dispersive experiments and
ToF spectrometer. Implicit is the assumption that the
primary flux can be increased to such a high level that
‘random’ coincidences dominate the count rate. While
this is in many cases not a constraint it can be an issue.
In such a case the log-log plot can not be generated.

In the pioneering experiment of Bothe and Geiger a
different way appropriate for energy dispersive experi-
ments was discussed.[26] It is based on the measurement
of the arrival time difference of the two emitted electrons
at their respective detectors, see Fig.3. The implemen-
tation for an instrument which consists of a pair of
hemispherical analyzers has been discussed in detail,
here we recall only the conceptional points. [20, 27, 28]
For a valid coincidence event the arrival time (tleft and
tright) of two electrons at the respective detector with
respect to the coincidence trigger is known. Therefore
we can plot the coincidence intensity as a function
of the time difference dt=tleft − tright. A schematic
curve is shown in Fig.3. The emergence of a peak
is evidence of ‘true’ coincidences as discussed in the
literature.[1, 2, 26, 29–32]. There is no temporal relation
between the ‘random’ coincidences which explains the
constant intensity outside the peak region. Apart
from proving the existence of ‘true’ coincidences this
approach allows the straightforward determination
of the TR ratio of ‘true’ to ‘random’ events. The
total width of the dt curve is given by ttot. The
base width of the peak is ttrue as indicated by the
pair of vertical dashed lines, see Fig.3. This result is
used to define a region of interest where ‘true’ coinci-
dences are located. The peak width is in accordance
with the time dispersion of the spectrometer.[33–35]

The generation of a log-log plot with suit-
able statistics takes a considerable time and
will interrupt the actual measurement, because
largely different primary fluxes have to be used.

In this respect the use of a histogram is very powerful.
We can illustrate this point by observing how the
histogram evolves. For this we take a data file from a
DPE experiment from a Pb surface. The experiment in
question captured the coincidence of a 5d core electron
and related Auger electron upon excitation with 40.8 eV

photons, see Fig.8 of Aliaev et al.[36]. The coincidence
rate was around 1 cps for this study.

The curve of Fig.4 (a) shows the histogram after data
acquisition of 200 coincidence events which for the given
coincidence rate translates to 200 s. Even after this short
time it is clear that ‘true’ coincidences exist and the TR
ratio can be computed. The evolution of the TR ratio
as a function of the counted events is displayed in Fig.4
(b) and one can see that the value of the TR ratio is
accurately known after around 2000 counts.

At the beginning of a new study the required intensity
level for a sufficiently good TR ratio is not known, hence
the primary flux needs to be varied. For a log-log plot
the picture emerges only after a sufficiently large flux
window of 2-3 orders of magnitude, see Fig.2. This is
different for the histogram measurements where a single
measurement gives a result.

III. DELAYED COINCIDENCE FOR TOF

Our ToF experiment is not set-up to record two
electrons per photon pulse on one of the MCP de-
tectors. This limitation is not as severe as it ap-
pears, because previous work has shown that the emis-
sion of two electrons into the same angular range is
strongly reduced. This was related to an important con-
cept of solid state theory known as exchange-correlation
hole.[37–42] The angular range of the reduced inten-
sity region is of the order of 60◦ and exceeds the an-
gular acceptance of the entrance lenses which is ±15◦.

It is highly desirable to be able to perform an equally
fast determination of the TR ratio for a ToF experi-
ment. This becomes possible if we employ a second co-
incidence circuit. For simplicity and also reflecting our
experimental situation we assume that the time trep be-
tween two subsequent primary pulses is longer than the
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the arrival time histogram. The emergence
of the peak is proof of the emission of electron pairs. The
width ttrue is a consequence of the time dispersion of the
spectrometer. The histogram has a total width of ttot.
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FIG. 4. Panel (a) shows the arrival time histograms for
200 coincidence counts. The evolution of the TR ratio as
a function of the accumulated counts is plotted in panel (b).
The data are from a measurement from a Pb surface, see Fig.8
(a) in Aliaev et al[36].

time-of-flight of the slowest detectable electron. In the
first circuit the two multi-channelplate (MCP) signals of
the different spectrometers are used. The second circuit,
called B, receives one MCP signal which is delayed by
the time trep between two consecutive primary pulses. A
schematic view of the two coincidence circuits is seen in
Fig.5. While circuit A records ‘true’ and ‘random’ coin-
cidences circuit B can only record ‘random’ events. As
indicated by Fig.1 we define a ‘random’ event as being
caused by two independent photons. This is clearly the
case for circuit B. The probability to find two photons in
the same pulse is given by P2(λ). This is in contrast to
find one photon in one pulse while the second photon is
in the subsequent pulse. For this scenario the probability
is given by the joint product of probabilities Pλ(1)2. For
λ � 1 we can simplify Pλ(1)2 = 2 · Pλ(2) by using the
expansions of Eq.(1).

In the case of a ‘random’ coincidence, circuit A will
record the first electron either by detector 1 or 2. The sec-
ond electron is then registered in the opposite detector.
In other words there exists two detection combinations

in contrast to circuit B. This means that the ‘random’
rate for both circuits is the same and we can write:

cA = r + t, cB = r (2)

The coincidence rates for circuits A and B are given by cA
and cB , while the terms r and t refer to the ‘random’ and
‘true’ coincidence rates. This terms are low count rate
approximations as discussed in the literature.[43] With
this we define ratio as:

ratio =
cA
cB

=
r + t

r
= 1 +

t

r
(3)

We immediately see that ratio is closely related to the
quantity of interest, namely the TR ratio. We recall that
the ‘random’ rate varies quadratic with flux while the
‘true’ events scale linearly with the flux. Since the singles
rate also depends linearly on the flux, a presentation of
ratio as a function of the inverse singles rate is expected
to yield a line with an intercept of 1. If we label the
singles rate with s we can formulate:

ratio = a1 + a2 ·
1

s
(4)

We expect the intercept a1 to be close to 1 ac-
cording Eq.(3). In this case the slope a2 can
be identified with the singles rate s for which ra-
tio is close to 2 or equivalently the TR ratio is 1.

A single photon pulse will lead with a probability ps
to the detection of an electron in one spectrometer. The
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FIG. 5. Schematic signals from two detectors. The dashed
vertical lines indicate the time when photons from the differ-
ent pulses arrive at the sample. The time between subsequent
pulses is given by trep. Circuit A triggers if both detectors
supply a signal after photon absorption at the first pulse and
display temporal overlap. Circuit B triggers if the temporal
overlap exists between the delayed signal of detector 1 and a
signal from detector 2 from the next pulse.
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time between subsequent pulses is given by trep. There-
fore the single electron rate is :

s =
ps
trep

(5)

Similarly we get for the delayed coincidence rate cb:

cb =
p2s
trep

= s2 · trep (6)

If we take the logarithm of both sides we obtain:

log(cb) = log(trep) + 2 · log(s) = b1 + b2 · log(s) (7)

This means that the fitting of the data in a double log-
arithmic fashion will yield fit parameters b1 and b2. For
our experiment with a trep = 2 · 10−6 sec we expect
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FIG. 6. In (a) the measurement of the ratio as a function
of inverse singles rate is shown. These are DPE data come
from a SrRuO3 surface with a photon energy of 30 eV. The
solid line is a linear fit to the data and reveals an intercept
a1=1.03±0.35. The horizontal dashed line indicates ratio = 2
which is equivalent to TR=1. In panel (b) we plot the delayed
coincidence rate as a function of the singles rate via a log-log
plot. We find for the slope b2=1.98±0.04.

b1=-5.699 and b2=2. In order to explore the validity of
the previous statements we have performed experiments
using a ToF instrument with an HHG light source as
described previously.[12, 13, 19] The spectrometer set-
tings were identical to those reported in our previous
work. We selected a SrRuO3 sample as target which
we investigated with a few different photon energies.

In Fig.6 (a) we show the behavior of ratio as a func-
tion of the inverse singles rate s−1 for a photon energy of
30 eV. It is apparent that the data are well-described
by a line which has an intercept of a1=1.03±0.35 in
agreement with the expected value of 1. The horizon-
tal dashed line marks the level for ratio=2 or TR=1.
For the other parameter we find a2=2013.5 cps which is
singles rate for which the TR ratio is near 1. In Fig.6
(b) we show the delayed coincidence rate as a function of
the singles rate in double logarithmic manner. A linear
fit reveals a slope of b2=1.98±0.04 which is within the
error of the expected value for ‘random’ coincidences.
The vertical dashed line marks the singles rate s = a2
and the crossing point with the solid line occurs for a
delayed coincidence rate of 7.87 cps which is identical
to the ‘true’ rate. We obtain a value of the fit pa-
rameter b1=-5.6479 which is within the expected range.

We summarized our findings for a variety of photon
energies in Fig.7. The three panels show the variation
of the fit parameters a1, b1 and b2 together with the ex-
pected values as indicated by the dashed horizontal lines
in each plot. The blue data points for a1 of Fig.7(a) are
obtained if only the data with highest primary flux are
retained. In this case a1=1 is almost exactly fulfilled.
The key point is that the material independent parame-
ters are essentially in agreement with the prediction.

In the description so far we have employed 4 parame-
ters which can be determined by fitting the experimental
data. It is appropriate to perform calibration measure-
ments with the aim to keep some parameters fixed. The
intercept a1 from Eq.(4) can be easily measured by op-
erating at a high singles rate. This is best done at lower
photon energies, because there we observe a lower ‘true’
rate for the same singles rate. For the evaluation of the
‘true’ and singles rate for TR=1 we will set a1=1 and
b2=2. In other words in our analysis we adjust only two
parameters. We compare the results with the usual dou-
ble logarithmic analysis of the coincidence rate ra versus
the singles rate s formulated as:

log(ra) = log(a · s+ b · s2) (8)

The parameters a and b refer to the contribution of
‘true’ and ‘random’ coincidences, respectively. Once the
parameters a and b are obtained in the analysis it is
straightforward to determine the singles and ‘true’ rate
for TR=1. These are given by s = a/b and t = a2/b.
The outcome of this analysis and comparison with the
result from the delayed coincidence is plotted in Fig.8.
It is clearly shown that both ways of analysis give es-
sentially the same result. Furthermore, the variation of
the ‘true’ rate covers more than 2 orders of magnitude
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FIG. 7. We summarize the flux dependent measurements for
a variety of photon energies. In the panels (a)-(c) we show
the variation of the fit parameters a1, b1 and b2 with their
error bars. The dashed horizontal lines in each plot are the
expected values as discussed in the text.

and starts at a low rate of 0.02 cps for a photon energy
of 15 eV. The demonstration of consistent results clearly
proves that the delayed coincidence is a valid approach.
Therefore, the evaluation of the TR ratio without the
need of a flux variation is possible. Hence monitoring
the TR ratio during a measurement similar to those for
the energy dispersive set-up shown in Fig.4 is possible.

IV. REMOVAL OF ‘RANDOM’ BACKGROUND

Besides the knowledge of the ‘random’ contribution to
the count rate it is also beneficial to be able to remove
the ‘random’ background from the energy spectra with-
out the need to collect an additional spectrum at very
high primary flux. This possibility exists for the energy
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FIG. 8. Photon energy dependence of the ‘true’ (a) and sin-
gles (b) count rate for TR=1. The black data points refer to
the result from the delayed coincidences while the red data
points stem from a double-logarithmic analysis.

dispersive instrument and we have discussed our imple-
mentation in the literature.[20, 25] It turns out that this
can also be achieved with a ToF instrument as shown in a
recent work on APECS at a synchrotron light source.[17]
Effectively the concept of the delayed coincidence was
used which was facilitated by the possibility to record
the absolute time for each photon bunch. One can make
use of a delayed coincidence circuit to get the equivalent
information. The key point is to change the operation
of the coincidence circuit and to add an additional chan-
nel in which the signal level indicates the presence of a
delayed coincidence. Rather than using the AND op-
eration with the two MCP signals one selects the OR
option. Therefore, each time at least one spectrome-
ter records an electron impact a trigger is generated.
At this point the detector signals are read and stored
in a list as for the usual AND operation. In Table I
we provide the schematic data structure. The 1st col-
umn is the recorded event number. The 2nd and 3rd
columns indicate whether the respective spectrometer,
labeled as left and right, has kinetic energy and emis-
sion angle information. Consequently the entry is ei-
ther yes or no for each of these two columns. If for
a given event both spectrometer registered an electron
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this is a coincidence event which gives the entry yes
in the column coin. This is the case for the 1st event
in Table I. This means that the usual AND condition
of the coincidence circuit can be recovered in a post-
experiment analysis and the energy spectrum containing
both ‘true’ and ‘random’ coincidences can be computed.

Alongside the coincidence circuit which was changed to
an OR operation we will operate a delayed coincidence
circuit in the AND mode as sketched in Fig.5 as circuit
B. This provides the signal for the last column of the ta-
ble. It has an entry if a delayed coincidence circuit has
triggered. This is the case for event 3 where only the
right spectrometer records an electron. However, the
left spectrometer has an entry for event 2. This means
that the events 2 and 3 originate from two photon pulses
separated exactly by the time trep. This means that we
can in a post-experiment analysis identify a delayed ‘ran-
dom’ coincidence and compute the energy spectrum. If
we remove this spectrum from the one containing ‘true’
and ‘random’ we obtain effectively the ‘true’ spectrum.
This procedure is allowed, because we have established
above that the number of ‘random’ coincidence in the
regular coincidence circuit is identical to those in the de-
layed circuit.

V. REVISED DEFINITION OF λ

In the discussion so far we have introduced the primary
intensity via the average number of photons per pulse λ.
However, we are talking about electron detection, hence
we have to introduce a parameter which describes the
probability for electron emission upon photon absorption
and detection within a given spectrometer. This will be
a material and photon energy dependent entity which
we want to abbreviate with y for yield. The focus are
‘random’ events which are mainly determined by single
electron emission, hence we ignore double electron emis-
sion at this moment. The value of y will depend also on
the detailed spectrometer settings which determines the
solid angle of detection and the probed energy window.
This will lead to a singles count rate s which is easily
determined. Conceptually the photon flux can be mea-
sured in absolute units and with the known time between

TABLE I. Schematic data structure.

event left spect right spect coin delayed coin
1 yes yes yes no
2 yes no no no
3 no yes no yes
4 no yes no no
5 yes no no no
6 no yes no yes
.. .. .. .. ..

pulses trep the relation between λ and y reads as:

y =
s · trep
λ

(9)

This means that the average number of detected electrons
per pulse is simply y · λ. In a next step one would like
to know the probability function for emitted electrons.
In other words what is the probability that m electrons
are detected. For this evaluation one needs first the dis-
tribution function for n photons in a pulse, which we
have abbreviated with Pn(λ) in Eq.(1). Further, we do
not assume that λ � 1. If n photons are absorbed by
the sample, the number of electrons m registered by one
spectrometer is m ≤ n. The probability for this to occur
is determined by the binomial distribution:

eln,m(y) =

(
n

m

)
· ym · (1 − y)n−m (10)

This finally leads to the probability for the detection of
m electrons:

P elecm (λ, y) =

n∑
i=1

Pi(λ) · eln,m(y) (11)

If the photon distribution is a Poisson distribution then
one can show that P elecm is also a Poisson distribu-
tion with a new parameter λeff = λ · y. Hence we
need to demand that λeff � 1 in order to derive the
equivalent expressions of Eq.(1). From Fig.6 we can
see that the highest singles rate was 15000 cps. With
trep=2000 ns we obtain for λeff =0.03. Clearly the
condition λeff � 1 is fulfilled in our DPE measure-
ments and the approximations made in Eq.(1) are valid.

In the discussion of the delayed coincidence we have ig-
nored the possibility that detector 1 has a ‘true’ counter
part in detector 2. This will lead to additional events,
however the ‘true’ coincidence rate is more than 2 or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the singles rate, see
Fig.8. Hence this contribution can be safely ignored.

This observation is not tied to the current DPE mea-
surement on SrRuO3, but is a rather general result in
our activities on surfaces. This includes also observa-
tions from Auger-Photoelectron coincidences. This in
turn means that the consideration of y to contain only
single electron events is justified. This should not be
read as an indication that electron pair emission from
surfaces is a weak effect. A combined (e,2e) and DPE
study revealed that 15-40% of electrons detected by one
spectrometer have a counterpart emitted somewhere in
the halfspace.[44]

VI. COMPARISON ENERGY DISPERSIVE
VERSUS TOF PERFORMANCE

A variety of coincidence spectrometer have been de-
veloped addressing different scientific questions. There
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is no rule which determines the best approach. Here
we only want to provide a simple estimate on the per-
formance relation between an energy dispersive and
ToF approach. For simplicity we assume that the
emission of pairs is isotropic and constant within an
energy window. We assume at the moment that
the energy dispersive and ToF instrument cover the
same solid angle Ω and energy window. Later
we will discuss the deviations from this description.

An example resembling this situation is a pair of hemi-
spherical analyzers compared to a pair of ToF spectrom-
eters which are based on the entrance lens of a hemi-
spherical analyzer. In our activities these approaches
have been realized.[12, 13, 19, 20, 45] The key number
characterizing the performance of the hemispheres is the
time dispersion. This is essentially the quantity ttrue, see
Figs.3 and 4. A ToF instrument requires a pulsed exci-
tation source and the time between subsequent pulses is
trep. Let us assume that the average number of primary
particles per pulse is given by α which yields the desired
ratio of ‘true’ to ‘random’ . This means that the primary
flux for the ToF experiment is:

fToF =
α

trep
(12)

For a proper comparison with an energy dispersive in-
strument we have to allow the same number of primary
particles within the coincidence window. The temporal
width of this is characterized by the value of ttrue, see
Fig.3. This will ensure the same ratio of ‘true’ to ‘ran-
dom’ and we obtain for the primary flux fdisp:

fdisp =
α

ttrue
(13)

This allows now to compare the primary flux of the two
types of experiments and we obtain:

fdisp
fToF

=
ttrep
ttrue

(14)

Let us use some typical values for our instru-
ments which are ttrue=20 ns and trep=1000 ns.
This tells us that the energy dispersive system
is a factor of 50 more efficient or equivalently a
higher coincidence rate by this factor is possible.

However, the assumption of the same solid angle for
both types of spectrometer is not valid. While our ToF
instrument captures 3% of the half sphere this value
is reduced to 0.7% for the hemisphere set-up. Since

the solid angle enters quadratic into the detection effi-
ciency it reduces the performance advantage to about 3.

The energy window captured by the ToF and energy
dispersive instrument can be selected. The requirement
of the operation with a low primary flux makes asks for
efficient detection hence a sizable window is required at
the expense of energy resolution. In the context of this
work we operated the hemispherical analyzers with a pass
energy of 150 eV which provides an energy window of
13.5 eV. The typical settings of the ToF instrument for
coincidence measurements have been described.[46] It is
possible to cover an energy window of 30 eV, but only
over a range of 10 eV the spectrometer captures electrons
with the maximum solid angle of 3%. Outside this range
the solid angle drops significantly. This means that the
detection efficiency for a ToF is about a factor of 1.25
larger than for the hemisphere. For a coincidence exper-
iment one has to consider the square of this value and
this gives a factor 1.56. From this one concludes that the
performance advantage of the hemisphere reduces to a
factor 2. In this estimate other experimental considera-
tions have been ignored, but the main conclusion is that
both approaches provide performance on equal terms.

VII. SUMMARY

For coincidence experiment it is vital to know the ra-
tio of ‘true’ to ‘random’ events which is sensitive to the
primary flux. We reviewed the established procedures on
how to identify ‘true’ electron pair emission. A power-
ful tool known for energy dispersive coincidence exper-
iments was found to have its counter part in ToF in-
strumentation. This approach we termed delayed coin-
cidence circuit. We discussed the relevant parameters of
this procedure and how they can be determined in an ex-
periment. In order to support this notion we performed
photon energy dependent DPE studies. These resulted
in intensity levels varying by more than 2 order of magni-
tude. The characteristic values of the delayed coincidence
are in agreement with the predicted behavior and with
the concurrent obtained double-logarithmic presentation.

This experimental proof of the concept allows to
monitor the TR ratio during the actual measurement.
Therefore there is no need to resort to the time con-
suming flux dependency measurement for the conven-
tional double-logarithmic analysis which interrupts the
actual measurement. Furthermore, it is not required
to have such a high primary flux in which the co-
incidence rate is dominated by ‘random’ coincidences.

We have also outlined how it becomes possible to re-
move the ‘random’ contribution from the spectra by using
the novel approach.
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